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In SCUMB MANIFESTO, Justine Kurland recompiles her library of male photobooks by 
cutting their works beyond recognition into cathartic collages

On 3 June 1968 Valerie Solanas walked into The Factory and shot Andy Warhol for stealing the script to 
her play Up Your Ass. A year previously she had published SCUM Manifesto, a roiling declaration of 
men’s uselessness, impotence and abject nature, and a damnation of the violence they perpetrate against 
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women (a damnation, too, of the ‘insecure, approval-seeking, pandering male-females’ and ‘Daddy’s 
Girls’). Solanas’s manifesto for the Society for Cutting Up Men concludes that the only reasonable action 
to take is to kill all men. Perhaps leave some for ‘breeding in a cow pasture’, but only until such a time as 
they can be replaced by machines.

After rereading this radical feminist text, photographer Justine Kurland took to her own library of 
photobooks, pulled out each one published by a male photographer, and proceeded to snip, slice and cut 
away at the photos. She recompiled these into a series of 116 collages, each arranged on either the inside 
or the outside of the now-empty, splayed-open book covers, many of which sport severed binding 
materials and other evidence of the violence done to them. Accompanying the photos are five texts 
(including one by Kurland), ranging in style from literary prose (Renee Gladman’s ‘We Were Cuts 
Cutting’) to more straightforward essays on the history and development of collages made by women 
(Marina Chao’s ‘Cunts with the Kitchen Knife: Notes on Feminist Collage and Torn Paper’).

None of the male photographers’ names are mentioned; the only clues are in some of the collages’ titles 
(Los Alamos Revisited, America by Car, The Animals). Some of the sources are more instantly 
recognisable: the images of daily meals and monotony of wood-panelled rooms and tabletops 
indicates American Surfaces, while a row of Victorian portraits of young girls, each with their face cut 
out, is reminiscent of Reflections in a Looking Glass. But those photographers are cut out of SCUMB, like 
their photos are cut out, and then mashed back together into a nameless reconstituted mass of body parts, 
signs, landscapes, bits of ‘everyday life’. This is a work of catharsis, an exhale before the real work 
begins. But what is the real work? Solanas put it best: ‘Dropping out is not the answer; fucking-up is.’

SCUMB MANIFESTO: Society for Cutting Up Men’s Books by Justine Kurland. Mack, £60 
(softcover)

https://mackbooks.co.uk/products/scumb-manifesto-br-justine-kurland
https://mackbooks.co.uk/products/scumb-manifesto-br-justine-kurland
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‘Album (Scrapbook)’ (1933) by Hannah Höch © Berlinische Galerie, Landesmuseum für Moderne Kunst, Fotografie und Architektur

Photography

What does our obsession with taking pictures say about humanity?

Exhilarating New York exhibition ‘A Trillion Sunsets’ interrogates image overload



A Trillion Sunsets, a disorienting, exhilarating, often delightful exhibition at the
International Center of Photography in New York, opens with an image of image
overload: a boy sprawled out amid hills and vales of glossy snapshots. In 2011, Erik
Kessels printed out one entire day’s worth of Flickr uploads, 350,000 photographs in
all, and mounted them in an Amsterdam gallery. The project would have been
inconceivably vaster had it also mined the rest of the social media universe. Kessel
celebrates — or mourns? — the unabsorbable flood of colours, shapes, pets, faces,
foods and landscapes that form our mediated visual experience.

Anxiety about this photo-cornucopia feels distinctly contemporary, but curator David
Campany reminds us that it has been with us for generations. With the advent of the
Kodak Brownie in 1900, the masses gained the magical power to freeze time. Within a
couple of decades, publications were crammed with news, fashion, advertising and
celebrity photos, and commentators wondered whether civilisation could survive the
flood. This show summons 100 years’ worth of keen-eyed artists who have clipped
magazines and scoured the internet looking for subliminal echoes and witty
juxtapositions, finding meanings that lurk in patterns. This is not a show about the
decisive moment, but about the revelatory repetition.

Among those who thrived on this muchness was the Berlin Dadaist, collagist and
connoisseur of the grotesque Hannah Höch, best known for the barbarous bodies she
built out of found imagery and finished with a glaze of bitter wit. Here, we see her
private scrapbooks, in which she collected photos that struck her, organising them
according to her idiosyncratic rules.



‘Eleanor’ (2021) by Justine Kurland © Higher Pictures Generation

On one page from 1933, she leads the eye clockwise from a team of wrestlers standing
like a mountain range to a similarly geological-looking group of figures entirely
swathed in burkas. We move on to a dozen women in bathing suits stretched out in a
circle on the beach to form a human clock face. Flesh and veil, exhibitionism and
reticence, timelessness and ticking seconds — these themes flicker across the page,
linking images in a set of loose associations.

Strands of sense, even argument, start to emerge. Her eye was drawn to photos of
bodies lying, dancing or swimming in fabulous collective geometries. She finds a
resemblance between those formal assemblages of naked limbs and the structures of
seed and root, but also an aerial view of Manhattan, with its tendril-like streets and
modular blocks. Höch perceived a phenomenon that mathematicians later codified:
complex patterns repeat at every scale, from the microscopic to the galactic — and
humans are primed to see them. “I would like to show the world today as an ant sees it
and tomorrow as the moon sees it,” she said.

Höch endowed these ant- and moon-eye views with a very human political cast.
Troupes of identically clad dancers keep cropping up in her collection, a leitmotif that
her fellow Berlin leftie, the critic Siegfried Kracauer, picked up on, too. Dancing girls,
he wrote, were cogs in the gearworks of capitalism. “When they formed an undulating
snake, they radiantly illustrated the virtues of the conveyor belt; when they tapped
their feet in fast tempo, it sounded like business, business,” he wrote in 1931.



‘Penny Picture Display, Savannah, Georgia’ (1936) by Walker Evans © Walker Evans Archive, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Political subtexts run through A Trillion Sunsets, sometimes in disguise, sometimes
only quasi-intentional. In 1936, Walker Evans walked past a photographer’s studio in
Savannah, Georgia, and noticed a grid of tiny portraits in the shop window. It’s not
clear what Evans saw in the display: a humanistic portrait of Depression-era America,
a celebration of democracy, a wry comment on conformity or maybe all of the above.
But, whether he meant it this way or not, it’s also a record of how the Jim Crow south
classified respectable society: clean-shaven white men with white shirt collars, put-
together white women with white shawl collars, nice white children with sailor collars.



Evan’s work, called “Penny Picture Display, Savannah”, may well have been rattling
around Robert Frank’s mind in 1958 when he took his own photograph of
photographs at Hubert’s Dime Museum and Flea Circus on Times Square. Evans had
been intrigued by a rigid matrix of sameness; Frank reacted to a more slapdash
arrangement of people who made a living putting themselves on display, including the
fire eater Leona Young, the armless guitarist Joan Whisnant and Alzoria “Turtle Girl”
Green. Photo historians will pick out the portrait of Hezekiah Trambles (a black man
who grimaced and grunted his way through his act as the “Jungle Creep”) taken by
Diane Arbus, another Hubert’s habituée.



‘Tattoo Parlor, 8th Avenue, New York City’ (1958) by Robert Frank © Andrea Frank Foundation



Arbus grasped the kinship between these marginal folks and the kind of shiny
conformists that Evans noticed. “Most people go through life dreading they’ll have a
traumatic experience. Freaks were born with their trauma,” she said. “They’ve already
passed their test in life. They’re aristocrats.” Within a few years, individualism and
eccentricity ruled the zeitgeist. It’s both fitting and ironic that Frank’s photo appeared
on the cover of the Rolling Stones’ 1972 album Exile on Main Street, because by then
rock ‘n’ roll was selling nonconformity to the masses.

The exhibition’s most exciting find is a selection of pages from the British magazine
Lilliput. Founded in 1937 by the German refugee Stefan Lorant, Lilliput published
playful pairings of photos that seemed to express something weirdly profound, if
cryptic. A periwigged judge pouts across from an elaborately coiffed poodle, and it’s
hard to say which one makes the other look more ridiculous. In another spread, a
flock of uniformed schoolgirls is performing synchronised push-ups; on the opposite
page, a mirroring flotilla of geese looks on encouragingly.

Lilliput magazine spreads in the exhibition ‘A Trillion Sunsets: A Century of Image Overload’ © John Halpern
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There’s a Kracauer-esque critique lurking in there somewhere: humans tend to think
of themselves as irreproducible individuals, with private cravings and secret dreams,
yet we willingly fall into the same anonymous formations as electrons, starlings and
clouds. Maybe that’s the exhibition’s underlying credo: the world’s photographic glut
is really a record of patterned behaviour and it’s all just data for corporations to
monetise. Whatever you’ve thought, done or seen has already been thought, done or
seen a billion times before, and will be a trillion times more.

To May 2, International Center of Photography, New York, icp.org
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Justine Kurland, Los Alamos (3 volumes), 2021. Collage (hardcover), 26 x 12 3/4 inches each.
Courtesy Higher Pictures Generation.
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Higher Pictures Generation 
SCUMB Manifesto 
March 13 – May 1, 2021 
Brooklyn

What is to be done with histories that are marked and marred by systems of oppression? While
there is a growing movement for the removal of public monuments that have long served as
emblems of white and male supremacy, the question of how to approach and appreciate what
those old things textbooks once called “monuments of art history” is more problematic. Inside the
museums, recontextualization rather than removal seems to be the order of the day, but it is not
entirely clear if new juxtapositions are enough to engender new values from a canon that is
fundamentally predicated on the objectification and the marginalization of women and people of
color. Can artists who reject such values work their way out of these traditions without drawing
upon institutions, innovations, and iconography of the past which, to a certain extent, serve as
indispensable conventions that ground an object’s very identity as art? 

This question runs through the 65 photocollages in Justine Kurland’s show SCUMB Manifesto.
Riffing on Valerie Solanas’s 1967 feminist broadside announcing “the society for cutting up men”
(SCUM), Kurland’s project adds a silent B to indicate that, here, it is men’s books that are being
cut up. Kurland’s collages can be seen as summoning the feminist utopia Solanas imagined, one
in which the elimination of men would augur a more peaceful, creative, and empathic society. The
untidy and oftentimes humorous world pictured in the works captures both the emancipatory
madness and violent stridency of Solanas’s radical vision, which notoriously led her to shoot Andy
Warhol in 1968.  



Justine Kurland, Hustlers, 2019. Collage (hardcover), 17 1/2 x 27 1/4 inches. Courtesy Higher
Pictures Generation.

Solanas reportedly told the police officer who she turned herself into that Warhol “had too much
control in my life.” It is likewise possible to see the male artists whose photobooks serve as both
the source imagery and material support for Kurland’s collages as similarly domineering forces
that the artist seeks to subvert through an equally destructive, albeit aesthetically circumscribed,
act. Kurland ransacked her collection of photobooks to create these collages, using the bindings
of each volume as the surface upon which to glue various fragments, so that the dimension of
each collage (with the exception of the floral vortex of pussies and leggy asses made from one of
Lee Friedlander’s books of nudes) are determined by the contours of the book from which the
sources imagery is taken. In certain cases, the color of the boards and endpapers becomes a
crucial aesthetic component, as in the triptych of collages made from William Eggleston’s Los
Alamos, in which the exposed edges of each volume set the tone for the pieces constructed from
the photographer’s much-admired color images. In many of Kurland’s collages, the book’s spine,
with its torn nubs of paper, takes on the corporeal connotations of its name, underscoring the
numerous disjointed and damaged bodies that populate these works.  



Justine Kurland, American Monuments, 2020. Collage (hardcover) 12 x 34 7/8 inches. Courtesy
Higher Pictures Generation.

Not surprisingly, women’s bodies are a frequent subject and along with Friedlander, Edward
Weston, Guy Bourdin, and, perhaps most expectedly, Helmut Newton all get the razor’s
treatment, pinpointing their apparent fascination with breasts, genitals, and female flesh more
generally. Drawing upon the cut-up technique’s capacity to reveal subterranean messages,
Kurland exposes the manic fetishization of Alfred Stieglitz’s focus on Georgia O’Keeffe’s hands,
and even less sexually charged material, like Chauncey Hare’s, for example, shows its author to
be something of a leg man. Likewise, many of the collages hit on stylistic cliches associated with
each master—Robert Adams’s meticulous architecture, Ralph Eugene Meatyard’s masks, Stephen
Shore’s plates of food—and for viewers well versed in the history of the photobook part of the fun
is trying to identify the artist through these fragmentary signs of authorial presence. (The titles of
the collages only give the book’s titles and not the names of their creators).  

Turning mass produced books into unique artworks, Kurland’s act of iconoclasm doesn’t have the
same shock value as Jake and Dinos Chapman’s puerile amendments to Goya’s Disasters of War.
Yet it is hard to not recognize Kurland’s engagement with the escalating market for photobooks
as collectable objects in their own right. While it appears that the artist’s library tends toward
reprints rather than first editions, many of the destroyed books are nonetheless quite expensive.
For instance, Philip-Lorca diCorcia’s Hustlers, of which two copies were plundered by Kurland,
goes for around $450 these days—which it should be noted is only half of the listed price for
Kurland’s collage! 





Justine Kurland, Georgia O’Keeffe, 2020. Collage (hardcover), 14 1/4 x 22 1/4 inches. Courtesy
Higher Pictures Generation.

From Hannah Höch’s jampacked nightmares of Weimar culture to the trenchant exposé of the
domestication of militarization in Martha Rosler’s series House Beautiful: Bringing the War Home
(c. 1967–72), photo collage has long served as a formidable means of feminist critique. Kurland’s
collages, with their cyborgian figures and surreal juxtapositions, invoke these avant-garde
precedents as well as more vernacular—and notably female-centered—traditions like Victorian
photo collage. In this regard, Kurland’s SCUMB Manifesto expands upon her previous works that
have recalibrated the decidedly masculinist traditions of the photographic road trip, depicting the
childcare that figures like Friedlander and Robert Frank rarely showed, despite regularly traveling
en famille. Likewise, the largely de-masculated world envisioned by these collages can be seen as
darker pendants to the artist’s earlier pictures of adolescent girls posed in scenes of fantastic
wildness. 

Coming in the wake of the #MeToo movement, when the scumminess of men can’t be denied,
Kurland’s collages appear as both indictments and salvage attempts. Disposed in wild and allusive
accretions, these fragments of past artistic mastery become, when arrayed on the flayed boards
of their previous containers, something like an archeological dig, or, as in the case of Passing
Through Eden (2020, from Tod Papageorge’s book), a teetering garbage heap of history. This
sense of a past in ruins is perhaps most vividly portrayed in the four grotesque conglomerations
assembled out of Friedlander’s The American Monument. As in so many of Kurland’s collages, an
animated, anarchic, even at times crude and gimmicky new world is brutally begotten from a
past that is shown to be equally obscene and vicious—and, perhaps most crucially, precariously
unstable. 

Contributor

Robert Slifkin

Robert Slifkin is an Associate Professor of Fine Arts at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York
University. His most recent book is The New Monuments and the End of Man: U.S. Sculpture
Between War and Peace, 1945-1975 (Princeton University Press, 2019).
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Gypsies, 2020 © Justine Kurland


By Emma Elizabeth Mathes


Presented by Higher Pictures Generation at the modest Minus Space in Dumbo, Brooklyn, 
Justine Kurland's latest exhibition, SCUMB Manifesto, endeavors to complete a mission first 
declared over fifty years ago.


In 1967, writer and radical feminist Valerie Solanas sold her SCUM Manifesto on the streets of 
Greenwich Village for one dollar (two dollars for men). Solanas made her charge clear: "SCUM 
(Society for Cutting Up Men) [...] will eliminate through sabotage all aspects of society not 
relevant to women (everything)." As SCUM's founder and sole member, Solanas was literal in 
her intent — she infamously shot Andy Warhol at his Factory in 1968, rupturing his internal 
organs and leaving him declared dead. Only by some miracle did he survive.


With the addition of a "B," Justine Kurland's ‘Society for Cutting Up Men's Books’ is an 
experiment as much as it is an act of protest. Drawing on her formal education, Kurland took 
from her impressive personal library of photography books — ninety-nine percent of which 
honored white men — and created something new. Alphabetically, working from Eugène Atget 
to Edward Weston, Kurland slashed, cut, and pasted visual excerpts from each book onto their 
respective endpapers, crafting a riff on matriarchal utopia repurposed from artifacts of the male 
gaze. The work is a "psychic spring cleaning," Kurland asserted. "[I'm] literally clearing space 
on my shelves and in my brain.”


https://museemagazine.com/search?q=Emma%20Mathes


 Katherine Avenue, 2019 © Justine Kurland


Back in 1968, when Valerie Solanas turned herself into the police, she reportedly alleged that 
Warhol had "too much control in [her] life." With SCUMB, Kurland rejects the influence of men 
over her own life and art.


How does one free themselves from the command of institutionalized white male power? The 
answer for Kurland is a tactile reclamation.


"The point of these collages,” she said in a recent interview,“Is to annihilate the influence of 
these men who were introduced to me through my schooling and reinforced by museums, 
galleries, and publications.”


Parodic, kitschy, and often humorous in nature, Kurland's collages make no allusion to their 
original sources, not even in the works' captions. They are reclamations, attempts at offsetting 
the classic narratives of authority. Predictably, women's bodies dominate the collages, but 

https://www.documentjournal.com/2021/04/justine-kurlands-scumb-manifesto-creates-a-vision-of-female-artistic-legacy/


Kurland repossesses the female form. In "Untitled, (MoMA)," Kurland uses scraps of the 
photographed bodies--skin, hair, and limbs--to form new female silhouettes. Each face, made 
from many different faces, lacks eyes — a disclaimer of the objectifying and often impersonal 
male gaze.


89/90, 2021  © Justine Kurland


Collage has been a staple of feminist protest art since Dadaist Hannah Höch's "Cut the Kitchen 
Knife”. And, in fact, the spirit of Dadaism is evident in SCUMB Manifesto. Dada strove to 
destroy traditional values and create new art to replace the old. But Justine Kurland doesn't 
want to burn all her bridges. Before making the work available to collectors, Kurland offered to 
sell the works to the original photographers, as an olive branch.


None of the men have taken the offer.




SCUMB Manifesto is on display until May 1, 2021, a hop, skip, and two jumps from the 
Brooklyn Bridge. Kurland's latest exhibition is wonderfully intimate, quietly avant-garde, and 
worth the trip.
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Justine Kurland, American Sports, 1970: Or How We Spent the War in Vietnam, 2021, collage (hardcover)


10 3/4 x 24 1/2 inches (27.3 x 62.2 cm), unique


Justine Kurland, SCUMB Manifesto


March 13 – May 1, 2021


Saturday, March 13, 2021 (noon – 6pm)


Address: 16 Main Street, Ground Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11201


Higher Pictures Generation presents an exhibition of new photographic collages by Justine  
Kurland. This is the artist’s second presentation with the gallery. 


In 1967 the radical feminist and writer Valerie Solanas sold copies of her newly authored  
SCUM Manifesto on the streets of New York’s Greenwich Village, charging $1 ($2 if the  buyer 
was a man). It opens with an incisive description of her project: “[. . .] SCUM  (Society for 
Cutting Up Men), which will eliminate through sabotage all aspects of society  not relevant to 
women (everything), bring about a complete female take-over, eliminate  the male sex and 
begin to create a swinging, groovy, out-of-sight female world.” 

Kurland’s Society for Cutting Up Men’s Books is an object-based, tactile imagining of  
matriarchal paradise, which she explored in her earliest body of work, Girl Pictures (1997–



2002), and again in Mama Babies (2004–07). Seeking and picturing freedom, at  the core of 
much of Kurland’s work, is located here in the artistic act itself: Kurland is  purging her own 
cherished library of photography books authored by white men.  Historical figures who have 
become the foundation of the history of photography, and  their contemporary male heirs by 
primogeniture, have their pictures chopped up and  reauthored by Kurland. The nature of 
collage—heterogeneous, pulled apart, shape  shifting, disrupted, cyborg, fantasy—has long 
made it a feminist strategy in life and in  art. Kurland’s is a restorative and loving ritual. Each 
collage is a reclamation of history; a  dismemberment of the patriarchy; a gender inversion of 
the usual terms of possession;  and a modest attempt at offsetting a life of income disparity. 
Before making the work  available to collectors Kurland offered to sell them to the original 
photographers. None of  the men have taken her up on her offer. 


An accompanying publication, featuring a text by the artist, is available through the  gallery. 





























































